Abstract: The development of modern machinery and production facilities is characterized by constantly increasing performance parameters at the decreasing weight of the machine. It is also a characteristic of the design of the body shape of larger wheel gears. The lowering the weight of the body of wheel gears affects to the deformation and mesh stiffness of the gearing. This work is dealing with the design of large gears, which is assessed based on tooth deformation and mesh stiffness of gearing. The task of this work is decide the design of a body of big gear wheels made as monolithic unit, relative on tooth deformation in meshing, accordingly on the mesh stiffness of gearing. Tooth deformation is calculated by finite element method.
introduction
The most important mechanism in industrial machinery, automotive applications, and our daily lives is a gearbox. Gearbox to transmit power, provide rotational speed changes and/or change the direction of motion. Vibrations of the gear pair are always caused by external excitations from fluctuation of applied torque and input operating speed [12] , and by internal excitations from time-varying cyclic mesh stiffness and transmission errors [4, 6] .
In gear design is a major concern gear noise. The main source of gear noise is the appearance of non-uniform rotations of the gear wheels. Periodic changes the stiffness of the teeth during meshing in gear is a mainly effects of the noise in the transfer. Reducing the dynamic loading and noise of gear systems has been an important concern in gear design [7] .
You could determine the mesh stiffness by measurement. As it cannot be measured directly, usually the transmission error over the angular position is recorded at a constant torque (and sufficiently slow rotational speed where dynamic effects can be neglected). From this you can determine the mesh stiffness, but you would have to subtract the effects from other compliances you are not intending to be included in your mesh stiffness, like shaft torsion. Another way is to measure the resonance of the gear pair. You can slowly accelerate the gears from 0 rpm until you pass the main resonance (parameter-excitation with meshing frequency) and measure the angular vibrations. Provided you have a dynamical model of the gear stage, you could fit the stiffness parameters to match the measurement. This usually works for the mean mesh stiffness, but won't give you the exact variations over the angular position.
You could also determine the mesh stiffness by simulating the proposed measurements with a finite element model. It is this method was used to solve the problem.
The work is devoted to the analysis of influence of the body wheel shape on the tooth stiffness. The problem is solved for spur gears. As the basis for calculating the tooth stiffness are results of teeth deformation. The teeth deformation has be solution problem by finite element method.
design of large-dimensional Gear Wheels body shape
When designing big gear wheel shapes, the goal is to achieve the smallest wheel weight. However, the reduction of the load-bearing cross-sections is usually limited by the requirement for sufficient stiffness of the bodies. In the case of gears it is a gear mesh stiffness.
Large-dimensional gear wheels can be made as monolithic one, the most commonly are a forged and cast gear wheels.
Spur gears with a diameter of 200 to 500 mm are produce of forged blanks most commonly. Fig. 1 shows the most commonly used design of forged gear wheel. Some parameters are dimensioned there, the size of which must be optimized. 
teeth deformation and teeth stiffness of spur Gears
The teeth of the gear wheels are deformed due to load. This is the cause of some negative but also positive consequences. Therefore, the knowledge of the deformation properties of the teeth is very important [6, 8] . Deformation of teeth is usually expressed quantitatively as a teeth stiffness during by gear mesh [4] . In general, stiffness defined as the ratio of load to deformation. The stiffness of the tooth is defined as the force per unit width, which is necessary for the deformation about 1μm [5, 12] .
The theoretical determination of the teeth deformation is difficult due to the complex shape of the gear teeth. In recent years, the question of teeth deformation has been solved using modern methods of calculation, for example by a finite element method. In this work, the finite element method is used to determine the teeth deformation.
To determine the computer model for studying deformation of the teeth using FEM was necessary to determine the material constants, define the type of finite element, and selecting appropriate boundary conditions (geometry and load). We will focus on the value of total deformation "d" in the direction of load forces, if the force is applied to the Larger spur gears with a diameter of over 500mm may be produce as a cast blanks. Fig. 2 shows the most commonly used design of cast blanks wheel gear.
But striving to improve the design of the gears, aimed at reducing the dimensions and weight, has be led to the used of gears with thin-walled gear rim and with thin gear rim. The wheel rim thickness (SR) and wheel web thickness (bS) are important parameters which influence of weight of gear wheel. In the next section, the paper will focus on the influence of wheel rim and web parameters on the tooth stiffness of spur gears. On the basis of the teeth deformation, the stiffness of the teeth is calculated. In general the teeth stiffness c is defined by equation (1): 
influence of the Wheel Web thickness and Wheel rim thickness on the teeth stiffness
According to STN 01 4686 (Strength calculation of spur and bevel gears), the value of wheel rim must be greater than value 3.5 multiple of mn, where mn is the standard module of gearing (SR ≥ 3.5mn).
The impact of the rim thickness (value SR in Fig. 4 ) on the deformation and stiffness of the tooth will be determined on the spur gear with a number of teeth of z = 61 and a module mn = 4mm, a tooth width b = 80mm and load F = 5000N. The thickness of the wheel rim is changed from the value SR =1.75mn, 2.5mn, 3.5mn, 5mn, 8mn to the full body of the wheel. The other geometric dimensions of the wheels do not change.
These results are determined by the finite element method and are processed in the graph in Fig. 5 . As the results show, decreasing the thickness of the rim wheel is increases the tooth deformation and the tooth stiffness is decreases. The minimum permissible thickness of the wheel rim according to [13] is a SR = 3.5mn, where mn is a module of the gear wheel. Thickness of wheel rim less than value 3.5mn has more affects to the tooth deformation and stiffness. Thickness of wheel rim bigger than value 3.5mn has smaller affects to the teeth deformation and stiffness. The impact of the rub thickness (value bS - Fig.4 ) on the teeth stiffness will be determined on the spur gear with a number of teeth of z = 61 and a module mn =4mm and a tooth width b = 80mm, the value of wheel rim is SR =22mm.The web is located at the center of the gear wheel width and its thickness will change from 10mm to the 80 mm, when it is a full gear wheel without a web. The force is applied to the head of the tooth (the largest bend) according to Fig. 3 and the value of load across the width of the tooth is a w = 40N/mm.
The results of the tooth stiffness distribution along The tooth deformation is reduced and the tooth stiffness is expanded, due to the increase in the thickness of the wheel web located at the center of the gearing width, it is show in Fig. 7 . This change in tooth deformation and tooth stiffness is more pronounced to the first half of gearing width. 
influence of body Gear Wheel of cast blanks in the teeth deformation
This problem solution by spur gear with a number of teeth of z=71 and a module mn=7mm, a tooth width b=150mm, the thickness of the wheel rim SR=25mm and thickness of the wheel web bS=30mm. The force F=15000N is applied to the head of the tooth (the largest bend) according to Fig. 3 and the value of load across the width of the tooth is a w=100N/mm. The maximum deformation of the tooth solved on the models of the spur gears is discussed in Table 1 .
The results shown in Table 1 are graphically illustrated in Fig. 8 . This figure shows the effect of weight loss of spur gear wheel on tooth deformation. Wheel number 4 is chosen as the zero-drop wheel, because its weight is the largest of the solved models. In fact, however, the wheel number 4 has a 50.5% less weight compared to the full wheel. The graph shows that as the material decreases, the teeth deformation increases. 
conclusions
Steadily increasing performance factors in decreasing the weight of the device is characterized development of the modern machinery and means of production. It is a feature of the design for choice of the shape of the body larger gear. Lightening of body wheel gears has effects on the deformation and stiffness of the teeth. Teeth stiffness is decreases with the decrease in thickness of the wheel rim. Teeth stiffness is not constant even after the width of tooth. If the ends of mesh contact line identic of the edge of the teeth, the teeth stiffness is less on this locality. The teeth deformation is reduced and the teeth stiffness is expanded, due to the increase in the thickness of the wheel web located at the center of the gearing width. The localization of wheel web has a influence of the teeth stiffness. One factor in assessing the appropriate shape of large cast spur gear wheel is to assess this suitability for deformation and stiffness of teeth. 
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